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Descriptive Summary

Title: And Castro For All collection  
Dates: 2004-2005  
Collection Number: 2017-20  
Creator/Collector:  
Extent: 1 manuscript box  
Repository: GLBT Historical Society  
San Francisco, California 94103  
Abstract: This collection includes correspondence, newspaper articles, court documents, and ephemera related to And Castro For All (AC4A) and Is Badlands Bad? community groups, dating from 2004 to 2005. These groups were founded to raise awareness about racial and gender-based discrimination in the Castro neighborhood of San Francisco.

Language of Material: English  
Access  
Collection is open for research.

Preferred Citation  
And Castro For All collection. GLBT Historical Society

Acquisition Information  
This collection was donated by Don Romesburg on 8/26/2016.

Scope and Content of Collection  
This collection includes correspondence, newspaper articles, court documents, and ephemera related to And Castro For All (AC4A) and Is Badlands Bad? (also written as IsBadlandsBad) community groups, dating from 2004 to 2005. These groups were founded to raise awareness about racial and gender-based discrimination in the Castro neighborhood of San Francisco.
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